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It was a quilted blanket slung casually over a wooden chair which gave 

the Berlin design duo Murken Hansen the inspiration for their Rubie 

model. One key design element are the elegant, flowing lines of the col-

lection – there are no right angles – which give the model a contemporary 

look and finish it with finesse. The sophisticated interplay between its 

functional approach and its snug subtility characterises all Rubie models,  

allowing them to integrate effortlessly into a variety of everyday situa-

tions. The original chair, lounge couch, armchair, and bar stool with low 

or full-height armrests are all available with wire, steel, or wooden frames 

and feel like a natural part of almost any imaginable interior environment.

rubie chair

murken hansen
The Berlin-based studio of Hauke Murken 

(*1963) and Sven Hansen (*1969) was found-

ed in 1999. The design duo already won sev-

eral design awards for their designs – mostly 

with products for the kitchen and furniture in-

dustry. Their working principles are clarity and 

simplicity. As a source of inspiration the duo 

states „Idea Ping-Pong“ as well as intentionally  

working and thinking in the wrong direction.
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RUBIE CHAIR
1. Drahtgestell . wire frame
2. Stahlgestell 4-Fuß . steel frame 4-legs 
3. Holzstativgestell . wooden support frame
4. Holzstativgestell (Rückholmechanik) . wooden support frame  
 (auto-return mechanism) (ohne Abb. . without fig.)
--
Höhe . Height: 84 cm
Breite . Width: 58 cm
Tiefe . Depth: 57 cm
Sitzhöhe . Seat height: 47 cm 

RUBIE ARMCHAIR HIGH  
1. Stahlgestell 4-Fuß . steel frame 4-legs 
2. Drahtgestell . wire frame 
3. Holzstativgestell . wooden support frame
4. Holzstativgestell  (Rückholmechanik) .  
 wooden support frame (auto-return mechanism) 

--
Höhe . Height: 84 cm
Breite . Width: 60 cm
Tiefe . Depth: 57 cm
Sitzhöhe . Seat height: 47 cm 
Armlehnenhöhe . Armrest height: 69 cm
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